Across

1 Fundamental issue which necessitates access for all to our nation's parks, 2 words
6 Radio type
9 A number of mountains
10 Predators on the rise in America's cities
12 In addition
13 Smart, fine
15 Alien too good for earth
16 Canadian First Nations people
17 Branch
18 Collect information, an important NRPA activity
21 Harry Potter's mailman
22 Abbreviation for a major airline
24 Planned undertakings
26 Bare peak
28 Allowing participation by everyone
32 Enter a race
33 Cold powder
35 Important action to preserve a park's land and purpose
36 Gives assistance to

Down

1 Associates in activities to benefit the community
2 Spring flood causes
3 Time just before an event
4 Sam is a famous one for Americans
5 Playthings
7 Shrubs
8 Green ___ infrastructure
11 Not operating
14 Roll-call call
16 Black bird
19 Me-first mindset
20 One who rides a bicycle
22 Secret service, abbr.
23 Pilotless flyers predicted to play a larger part in park life
25 Pelted along
27 Eagle or plover
29 The Trojans of the N.C.A.A.
30 Individual item
31 Reject word
34 Apple state